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ABSTRACT
Today, small European states regularly need to go out of area and out of tried and tested institutional settings to defend their security interests. How do small European states meet this challenge most effectively? This analysis suggests that small states can influence multilateral decisions on international security by combining norm entrepreneurship with lobbying and taking on the role as an ‘honest broker’. However, economic capacity, an effective state administration and interests compatible with the agendas of the great powers are key to success. Based on a comprehensive empirical material including 19 elite interviews as well as official documents and other written material, we process trace how one small European state, Denmark, influenced the development of international counterpiracy cooperation and the development of an international counterpiracy strategy for the Gulf of Aden and off the Horn of Africa and discuss which lessons the Danish case may hold for other small states.
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Introduction
In May 2013, American diplomat Donna Leigh Hopkins, Chairman of the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia, made an important announcement at a Contact Group meeting in New York. She confirmed that it was now one year since pirates had successfully hijacked a merchant vessel off the coast of Somalia. Moreover, while 2011 saw 237 ships attacked by Somali pirates in the Gulf of
Aden and off the Somali coast, this was down to 75 in 2012. Together with Danish Ambassador Thomas Winkler, Chairman of the Contact Group’s legal working group, Hopkins unpacked what she saw as the key determinants of the successful strategy against Somali piracy, which included international military cooperation, industry guidelines for ship-owners, and prosecution and imprisonment of pirates (The Guardian, 2013).

This was a remarkable development. The early twenty-first century saw a dramatic rise in piracy off the Horn of Africa following the Somali civil war, the 2004 tsunami, and problems of illegal fishing and waste dumping in the area (Westberg, 2015; Bueger, 2015a). From 2005 this development became the subject of increasing international concern with the International Maritime Organization and others warning about the consequences of Somali piracy for commercial and security interests as well as the development of Somali society. This concern only increased in 2007 after the attack on three World Food Programme ships, and the UN Security Council subsequently agreed on resolution 1772 expressing concern about the consequences of piracy and calling upon all UN member states with military presence near Somalia to protect the seaways (UNSC, 2007). In October 2008, in Resolution 1838, the UN Security Council decided to request international forces to be deployed under Chapter VII of the UN Charter to fend off the pirate attacks from Somali vessels (UNSC, 2008a). A range of actors answered the call and contributed alone or in fluid multinational constellations under the mandate of the UN in the Gulf of Aden, Red Sea, Indian Ocean and Horn of Africa, e.g. in operations conducted by the EU, NATO or the US-led Combined Maritime Forces. In January 2009, following UN Resolution 1851, the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia was established as a voluntary, ad hoc international forum bringing together nearly 80 countries, international organizations such as the Arab League, the European Union, the International Maritime Organization and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as well as a number of UN agencies and private sector representatives. After its establishment, the Contact Group became the primary forum for developing and implementing strategies to counter terrorism off the Somali coast and in the Gulf of Aden.

Denmark, a small European country with strong maritime interests, played a particularly active role in this development. Denmark succeeded in influencing the scope of the missions as it was revised from counterterrorism and counterdrug operations to counterpiracy, and Denmark also convinced its partners to move from defensive to offensive operations by gradually applying new modes of operation. Denmark took up key positions as organizational structures were agreed upon and benchmarks were created for future action. What later developed into Contact Group
operations began as informal cooperation between Denmark, the United States, the United Kingdom and others, and grew into several multinational forums and maritime task forces, involving up to 60 different countries. In the end, Denmark had participated in almost all the available counterpiracy forums and task forces, contributing minds and ships, and had been a forerunner in doing so. The Danish opportunities for influence followed from great power interest in reducing piracy combined with a collective action problem for handling the issue in the face of greater challenges and the lack of clear institutional structures for creating and communicating policy responses. Denmark systematically sought influence on policy content as well as implementation as opportunities emerged, but Danish influence was highly contingent on the willingness of Danish policymakers to adapt their own agendas and arguments to make them fit with those of the great powers, most importantly the United States, and holding on only to a few political bastions of vital interest. In turn, Danish willingness to pragmatically frame its own arguments within the dominant discourses of the most powerful actors combined with its willingness and ability to back up action with financial and diplomatic resources created a political space for delegation of certain tasks to Denmark by the major powers. Denmark was not alone in identifying piracy as a major international problem and wanting to organize international cooperation to counter it (see e.g. Bueger, 2015b; 2016). Some type of counterpiracy cooperation is likely to have occurred even without Denmark’s effort, but for Danish policymakers it was not only that it occurred but how it occurred and at which speed, which was of vital importance and in order to achieve these aims, they were willing to compromise on other issues.

The active pursuit of small states to maximize their security and influence is a relatively neglected subject in the study of international relations as small states are typically analysed either as at the receiving end of power politics or as providing an idealist anti-thesis to great power politics (Browning, 2006; Neumann & Gstöhl, 2006). An evolving research programme on the foreign and security policies of small states have increasingly emphasized the strategic opportunities of small states. But so far this literature has mainly focused on how small states may exploit their strategic action space in highly institutionalized international environments such as the European Union (Bailes & Thorhallsson, 2013; Björkdahl, 2008; Grøn & Wivel, 2011; Jakobsen, 2009; Panke, 2011). We explore if the assumptions of this literature are applicable to an international security environment characterized by complex security challenges and weak international institutions, and to which extent the findings of the literature are relevant to small state strategies in such an environment.
Understanding small state strategy

The contribution of small states to international security has traditionally been seen as marginal at best and counterproductive at worst. The scholarly literature typically identifies dependence as a shared characteristic of small states. Left with a smaller margin of time and error than great powers in times of security crises, because of their lack of hard military power (Jervis, 1978), they are unable to rely on their own resources for national security (Rothstein, 1968). Small states are also likely to free-ride and let the larger allies ‘bear a disproportionate share of the burden’, knowing that their military contribution is likely to be insignificant to the success or failure of the alliance (Olson & Zeckhauser, 1966).

Emphasizing the risks of military attack and economic vulnerability, small states are expected to aim defensively at survival (Aron, 1966, p. 83) by pursuing hiding strategies, i.e. variations over the theme of neutrality, or shelter strategies, i.e. seeking the military and/or economic protection of one of the great powers (Bailes, Thayer and Thorhallsson 2016; Fox, 1959; Handel, 1981; Vital, 1967). Smallness is most often equated with the lack of power, and power is typically equated with capabilities (Browning, 2006). Capabilities refer to material resources, and thus the four most commonly used criteria for defining small states are population, territory, GDP and military capacity (Thorhallsson, 2006), all of which small states typically lack in one way or another (Keohane, 1969; Rothstein, 1968). Lacking these capabilities makes small states vulnerable to external factors, such as great power military and diplomatic influence and global trends in economy, climate change, etc. (Väyrynen, 1971). Echoing Clausewitz, Hans Morgenthau sums up the traditional small state definition: ‘a Great Power is a state which is able to have its will against a small state […] which in turn is not able to have its will against a Great Power’ (Morgenthau, 1972: 129-130).

Recently, this view of small states and their limited action space has been challenged. Drawing primarily, but not exclusively, on the experience of small West European states over the past decades, a number of authors explore how small states, typically within the highly institutionalized decision-making structures of the European Union, have pursued various strategies in order to maximize their influence over international affairs (see e.g. Bailes & Thorhallsson, 2013; Björkdahl, 2008; Grøn & Wivel, 2011; Jakobsen, 2009; Panke, 2011). These authors point out how the vulnerability of small states may lead to pragmatic and cooperative responses to international crises. The small state focuses on efficient problem-solving and policy experimentation in order to meet challenges, and they often get away with behavior that would be impossible for a great power.
(Archer, Bailes & Wivel, 2014; Cooper & Shaw, 2009). Still, implicitly or explicitly, this literature accepts as its point of departure that a small state can only rarely change its external environment by force but must rely on diplomatic means of influence and persuasion (Bailes, Rickli & Thorhallsson, 2014).

What are these diplomatic means of influence and persuasion? First the small state may take on the role of ‘an honest broker’, a mediator facilitating the negotiation of agreements and international treaties. By chairing negotiations small states may gain access to information otherwise not at their disposal, build relations with potential partners and affect outcomes by using the agenda-setting powers bestowed at them by their function. Second, small states may take on the role of a lobbyist by utilizing their knowledge in a specific issue area to influence outcomes. In most cases, timing is decisive if expert knowledge is to be translated into influence. Therefore, keeping the agendas of powerful actors and relevant institutions under surveillance is key to success. Finally, a small state may take on the role of a norm entrepreneur to convince others of its ideas, and thereby create an ideational basis for changing the security environment and/or specific policies. Being a norm entrepreneur involves identifying the ‘right’ or ‘desirable’ behavior. For a small state this typically involves tapping into the discourses already dominating the political agenda. By presenting its own political initiatives as relevant contributions to meeting the challenges ahead as they have been defined by leading actors (i.e. the great powers), small states may influence ‘niches’ of particular relevance to their national interest. This is done most effectively if arguments are underpinned by action, i.e. by acting as a benchmark. As argued by Björkdahl, ‘[i]f the advocate also acts as a forerunner and complies with the norms it propagates, i.e. “practicing what you preach”, the advocacy becomes more convincing’ (Björkdahl, 2008: 137). While these three roles do not necessarily represent an exhaustive typology of the strategic opportunities available to small states, their non-coercive nature is typical of small states, because they can only rarely change their external environment by force but must rely on diplomatic means of influence and persuasion (Keohane, 1969). Thus, small states tend to seek influence on international affairs, understood as seeking to affect or change events or policies in their external environment, by use of political strategies, i.e. the deployment of diplomatic tools for achieving political objectives (Thompson, 2009: 17).

---

1 For a discussion of these diplomatic means of influence and persuasion in the context of the EU, see Grøn and Wivel, 2011, pp. 429-435. In contrast to e.g. Risse (2000) and Brommesson and Ferros (2013), we do not view influence and persuasion as based on two competing logics, but follow the classical approach of Keohane (1969) viewing non-coercive strategies such as persuasion as a way for small states to maximize influence despite their power deficit.
Typically, the three roles are treated as analytically and theoretically distinct. For instance, Grøn and Wivel explore their importance in the European Union as three distinct strategies for maximizing small state influence, and argue that their relative applicability varies with the institutional set-up and the stage of the negotiation process (Grøn and Wivel 2011). In terms of theory, Björkdahl argues that constructivist approaches are better able to capture norm entrepreneurship dynamics than realist approaches (Björkdahl, 2007). However, our purpose is not to test when small states may gain influence by acting as a norm-entrepreneur as compared to acting as a mediator or a lobbyist, nor is it to single out whether ‘realism’ or ‘constructivism’ explains Danish counterpiracy strategy best. Instead, we aim to understand how a small European state like Denmark succeeded in influencing the international agenda on the issue. Instead of choosing between realism and constructivism, we acknowledge that small states seek to maximize their influence in the context of great power interests, but that these interests most often leave a room for small power agency that goes beyond delegation from great powers. Rather than viewing mediation, lobbying and norm entrepreneurship as three distinct strategies we seek to show how they interact. They are all part of the same toolbox, which is available to relatively secure and economic sound small states, who aim for influence beyond their immediate survival. Lobbying and mediation aim to achieve concrete results related to a particular policy issue. Meanwhile, norm entrepreneurship aims to influence, which policy issues will be important in the future, how they will be perceived, and what will be legitimate means and ways for international problem solving. This means that lobbying and mediation tools are typically embedded in more general strategies of norm entrepreneurship. They are tools, which can be used to modify and change norms within particular policy areas by supporting benchmarking and forerunner reputation efforts to actively increase influence.

In order to trace how Denmark influenced the international counterpiracy agenda, we identify the most significant actors within the counterpiracy policy area as well as the fit between the Danish norms and those of the agenda-setter(s). In practice, we identified the dominant discourses via scientific journals, newspaper articles, as well as documents and newsletters from international organizations, e.g. the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), and naval task force operation centres. In order to assess how and to which extent Denmark successfully tapped into those discourses, we conducted 19 elite interviews with Danish, European and US participants in international negotiations on counterpiracy and in military counterpiracy actions off the coast of Somalia. Finally, we triangulated our findings from these interviews with written material such as academic analyses and news sources and official documents from the Danish Parliament (Folketinget)
and Danish government institutions, e.g. the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Navy Operational Command.

**International counterpiracy norms and Danish policy preferences**

From 2008, Danish vessels were involved in counterpiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden. Danish policy-makers soon identified three challenges.

First, states inside and outside the region viewed piracy as a national problem. Flag states were expected to take care of their own vessels, e.g. by deploying naval forces to the Horn of Africa, and to handle their own pirate suspects. Deploying enough naval vessels to protect the Danish-controlled merchant fleet was not a realistic option for a small state like Denmark with approximately 100 Danish-controlled merchant vessels navigating off the Horn of Africa at any given time. Moreover, Danish shipping business had always relied on the freedom of the seas as a global public good during the hegemonies of first the British Empire and later the United States. Consequently, Denmark perceived piracy as an international problem, which required international solutions, when local or regional guardians failed to provide this perceived international public good.

Second, some states, such as the United States (Smed, 2015a, p. 55), viewed piracy as an irritant rather than a strategic threat. These states had been present in the region for decades and viewed piracy as one problem among many, and for them an increase in piracy did not amount to an international crisis, which required international attention and action. In contrast, Denmark, a small country controlling approximately ten percent of global shipping, was in a hurry to find a solution due to the potential repercussions for the Danish national economy.

Third, when states did catch pirates, they first sent them to face trial in their own national courts, mostly in Western Europe. Thus, the burden of undertaking and financing prosecution was borne by the individual state rather than the international community. At the same time, this state would face the almost impossible task of deporting convicted pirates back to Somalia to serve their sentence, since European legislation prohibited forced repatriation to politically unstable countries. When the international community realized this, a range of countries – including France, Germany, and Russia (Smed, 2015b, pp. 6–7) – requested the establishment of an international piracy court, possibly located in the region but designed in line with similar courts and with an international, rotating, staff. To Denmark, these were two equally unattractive solutions: Western court systems created bottlenecks and succumbed the prosecuting state to economic and political costs, but the creation of an international piracy court demanded cumbersome international negotiations with little
guarantee of the creation of an effective court in the end. Thus, few pirates were convicted in Europe and even fewer would be picked up in the Gulf of Aden over time as it became clear that no effective prosecution framework was available.

In response to these challenges, Denmark identified three political priorities to guide its counterpiracy policy in the region. First, the international community, including the great powers who had longtime interests in the region, should view piracy as an international problem requiring collective international solutions. Second, the recent increase in piracy in the Gulf of Arden constituted an international crisis that needed immediate action, and therefore required states to focus their naval forces in the area, or to dispatch available vessels, on counterpiracy operations. Finally, cost-effectiveness was key for a small economy with large shipping interests. This led to an effort to create sustainable regional solutions rather than leaving the problems to individual states or aiming for an all-encompassing international solution.

These three policy priorities translated into a Danish norm entrepreneur strategy in two related domains: 1) to revise the norms for the use of multinational naval forces in the region; 2) to establish a norm for building on existing local justice systems in the region to prosecute suspected pirates. Below, we trace each of these processes of Danish norm entrepreneurship.

**To entrepreneur the use of multinational naval forces**

Denmark spent considerable resources on seeking to establish a new *modus vivendi* for multinational naval forces in the Horn of Africa region. This involved tapping into dominant discourses about the region and their related naval operational frameworks. Over time, the Danish behavior constructed a benchmark for other nations to measure against. The aim was to establish piracy as an international problem, which required an international solution sooner rather than later.

*Tapping into dominant discourses of the World Food Programme (WFP) and the Combined Maritime Forces (CMF)*

Denmark first sought to counter piracy by tapping into the ongoing Somali Civil War, following UNSC Resolution 1772. WFP vessels carried humanitarian aid from Kenya to Somalia to alleviate starvation, but increasingly they experienced attacks from Somali pirates. About 80 percent of the assistance was seaborne, and by mid-2007 half of the WFP maritime contractors employed refused to work without naval escorts. The UNSC regarded this as the beginning of a humanitarian and political crisis for Somalia (UNSG, 2007, p. 3), and called for multinational escorts (UNSC, 2007).
Among other things, Denmark responded by deploying *Thetis*, an old ice-reinforced Arctic inspection ship, carrying 80 troops, special forces and speedboats. Denmark was only able to deploy a few vessels to international operations, and thus, the decision to deploy the ship reflected the expectation of the Danish Parliament that Denmark was about to engage actively in combating piracy and that this was an issue of national interest (Danish Parliament, 2008). *Thetis* hardly came into contact with anyone but escort ships and ragged Somali protection teams and returned home after three months without encountering any attacks (Danish Defence Command, 2008a), but nonetheless the deployment helped establish Denmark’s forerunner reputation on the international counterpiracy agenda, with the UNSC commending the Danish (and French) contributions (UNSC, 2008b).

Denmark also played into the maritime security operations of the CMF led by the U.S. Fifth Fleet in Bahrain. The CMF was rotating between a mix of counterdrug, counterterrorism and counterpiracy operations. Piracy had little traction in the US debate except for a growing speculation about a potential tactical nexus between pirates and terrorists (Chalk, 2008, p. 31): Combatting Somali piracy could potentially become ‘the war on terrorists at sea’ (Luft and Korin, 2004, p. 70), and oil tankers a new 9/11 weapon for al-Qaeda (Murphy, 2007, p. 60). In 2007, a U.S. Fifth Fleet warship had chased and destroyed three empty pirate skiffs towed after the hijacked Danish merchant vessel *Danica White*. The previous day, the US warship had been firing its five-inch guns at suspected al Qaeda members on the Somali coastline (CNN, 2007). However, the United States was at war with insurgents in Iraq and Afghanistan while waging a global war on terror with more than 270,000 troops deployed to these ends (Amy Belasco, 2009, p. 6). In this context, piracy was an annoyance, not a strategic issue, for the superpower. Denmark had recently pulled out combat troops from Iraq only to deploy them to Afghanistan. However, as the hijacking of *Danica White* made the front pages of Danish newspapers for three straight months, Denmark found its own war to fight at the Horn of Africa (HOA).

The brand new frigate-sized Danish vessel *Absalon* left to take command of Combined Task Force 150 (CTF150) in August 2008 as Denmark sought to convey the idea that counterpiracy was an international problem in dire need of attention. The Danish government gave its fleet a robust national mandate for counterpiracy operations, which they perceived had strong potential to influence

---

2 The CMF was “mainly focused on the smuggling of heroine, weapons and fighters between the Arabian Peninsular, Africa and Pakistan, in smaller vessels, as it had been the business as usual up to then … Piracy was a fairly new but rapidly increasing threat, and fight against piracy was the strategic focal point for Denmark and the most important task for us. But it took us months to make the U.S. headquarters altering course just a little away from business as usual and give more priority to counterpiracy.” (Interview with Per Bigum Christensen, 2014).
the agenda. However, CMF coalition partners viewed piracy as a national problem. Some nations regularly prevented piracy attacks, but mostly for those vessels with their own flag, while others had taken a 'hands off' approach (Danish Defence Command, 2008b; Guilfoyle, 2010, pp. 141–142, 152). With piracy attacks spiking, the Danish Commander was allowed to direct task force units to focus solely on piracy (House Armed Services Committee, 2009, p. 3). Subsequently, Absalon detained suspected pirates several times (Danish Defence Command, 2008c). However, the approach was draining resources from other tasks, and differences among coalition partners on whether piracy was a multinational or national responsibility became more visible. By November, the different national mandates resulted in a French ultimatum to the CMF leadership – if counterpiracy remained as the focus of attention, France would ultimately reduce or withdraw from the coalition. The US command was forced to choose between coalition coherency and counterpiracy, and the Danish position was becoming increasingly controversial. However, international attention to counterpiracy was growing. Two competitors for multinational naval forces entered the region – NATO Operation Allied Provider (OAPROV) and EU Operation Atalanta (OATA) (Riddervold, 2014; Struwe, 2009). A month later, Bahrain established its own naval counterpiracy unit, Task Force 151 (CMF, 2009).

In this context, the Danish Government allowed a wide national mandate for action and sought to provide useful naval vessels for combating piracy in order to influence regional commanders and push the existing international framework in the direction of Danish interests. As stated in one policy paper, Denmark was working for a ‘general increase in the operative use of standing naval forces, including an extended use of these in the fight against piracy’ (Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2009, p. 14).

---

3 “National preparation on strategic level is everything. What do you want to achieve by sending a national contribution to a multinational operation? Denmark came prepared with robust rules of engagement, and that influences the agenda. If you don’t have that, you can have the backseat.” (Interview with Per Bigum Christensen, 2014).

4 “We had turned task force 150 from focusing on normal illegal activities at sea to a counterpiracy focus. The problem was that some nations did not want the task force to have that focus … When the Americans bought into our new direction of the task force, to counterpiracy, the French indicated: ‘If you do that, we won’t be sending any more ships’. And they were the ones who traditionally provided the most ships to Task Force 150. They knew that piracy was a big problem, but wanted nations to take care of it through national tasking.” (Interview with Per Bigum Christensen, 2014).

5 “Vice Admiral Gortney was worried that this would split the coalition, and it was his political assignment to maintain a strong organization with regional influence. Denmark had become a liability to Vice Admiral Gortney, because we focused so narrowly on counterpiracy. But the different national mandates and rules of engagement forced this kind of situation.” (Interview with Per Bigum Christensen, 2014).
Benchmarking on counterpiracy operations

The 2011 Danish counterpiracy strategy – written at a time when Danish vessels had been deployed for around two years already – aimed to strengthen Danish forerunner reputation even further by explicating the ambition to deploy a frigate-sized vessel for six months and a maritime patrol aircraft for shorter periods each year (Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2011, p. 18). Thereby Denmark hoped to set a benchmark for other (small) states, including the Netherlands.\(^6\) Another Danish benchmarking move was to lead by example and actively take prisoners in order to heighten task force effectiveness.\(^7\) In one statistics from 2012, the efforts of Danish vessels to catch pirates at the HOA made up about 43 percent of all suspects delivered to Kenyan authorities waiting for prosecution (UNODC, 2012, p. 2). By June 2011, Danish vessels had been deployed to HOA counterpiracy operations for 27 months, rising to 50 months by 2014, equaling four years of deployment over a six-year period (Danish Defence, 2015). Instead of rotating the deployed vessels, Denmark was rotating the crews. This unconventional approach enabled Danish vessels to optimize their time and impact at sea (Danish Defence Command, 2008d).

Furthermore, Danish officers were becoming de facto active military leaders of the counterpiracy agenda. From 2008–2014, Denmark had command of CTF-150 once, CTF-151 thrice, Standing NATO Maritime Group (SNMG) 1 twice, and NATO Task Force 508 (TF508) once (Danish Defence, 2015). This amounted to 22 months, or almost two years, of continuous task force leadership (Danish Defence, 2015). Reflecting on these achievements in May 2014, Danish Chief of Naval Staff Frank Trojahn explained his view of the opportunities presented by the Danish reputation: ‘People want us there. We have just been asked, if we can prolong Esbern Snare with another four months in the CMF. NATO wants us there. They want us to lead operations. They are only asking this, because they know they are getting a sound product’ (Interview with Frank Trojahn, 2015).

Establishing a norm for the use of existing courts in the region

---

\(^6\) “You definitely set an example for others, and you became a benchmark … For the navies of smaller states, this is the mission of the moment, and you go two-hundred percent for it” (Interview with Michiel Hijmans, 2014)

\(^7\) “I think it made a difference that we went down there and did something, tried seriously to make a difference … You could have chosen a more cautious approach and perhaps then someone else, if there were others, would have been in the limelight … But that was not the approach we had. We seriously wanted to make a difference – and we succeeded to a large extent.” (Interview with Frank Trojahn, 2015).
Denmark also spent considerable resources promoting the norm of regional (as opposed to national or global) institutions and procedures for the prosecution and incarceration of Somali pirates. This strategy of norm entrepreneurship included tapping into international discourses on fragile states and capacity building in the region and a series of mediation and lobby efforts in international forums such as the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia (CGPCS) and Working Group 2 (WG2). The initial aim was to create a cost and time effective solution to deal with the surge in piracy, but Danish policy-makers focused increasingly on the long-term and saw their preferred institutional solutions as an important contribution to a sustainable counterpiracy framework.

**Tapping into discourses on fragile states with regional capacity building**

Denmark sought to reduce the piracy problem by tapping into dominant development discourses on stabilizing fragile states such as Somalia, which was viewed as ‘the archetypical failed state’ with several attempts to setup stable peace agreements, institutions and governments (ICG, 2008, p. i). Without stable governments, states were expected to fall apart and turn into breeding and training grounds for transnational terrorism, crime and other security threats (Kilcullen, 2006; Krasner & Pascual, 2005; Rotberg, 2003), and in the eyes of the UNSC, Somalia was in dire need of support for ‘long-term stabilization and post-conflict restoration’ (UNSC, 2007). From 2008 Denmark answered this call for contributions by allocating funds for development and capacity building on counterpiracy in East Africa aiding judicial capacity building of the Somali counterpiracy police units, renovating prisons in Puntland, and setting up a post-trial transfer program in the Seychelles (DANIDA, 2010, p. 75). Denmark was co-founder of the regional prison projects, together with a group of core states providing about half of the $53m UNODC Counter Piracy Programme funding, with Denmark donating $5.1m from 2009 to 2014 (UNODC, 2015, p. 26).

Denmark increasingly used its economic leverage for negotiating a shift in focus among the donor states towards building local maritime security capacities. In 2009, Denmark created the new Global Framework Fund (GFF), subsequently renamed the Peace and Stabilization Fund (PSF), holding 150m DKK for stabilization, rebuilding and capacity building projects in conflict areas with a comprehensive approach all over the world – including Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and East Africa (Danish Ministry of Defence, 2009, p. 20). In the words of Danish MFA Lene Espersen, there

---

8 "Norway basically funded the prisons in Puntland and Somaliland - jointly with Denmark and Netherlands and UK - and subsequently employed mentors … to the prisons.” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).
could be ‘no security without development and no development without security’ (Danish Minister of Foreign Affairs (Lene Espersen), 2010, p. 1). In 2010, the GFF consequently built coast guard capacities in Yemen and Djibouti (DANIDA, 2010, p. 75), and in 2011-2012 its successor, the Peace and Stabilization Fund (PSF), dedicated 215m DKK to the HOA with 103m DKK aimed at preventing and combating piracy off the coast of Somalia, including support for regional judicial and maritime capacity building (Danish Parliament, 2011, p. 2). However, a substantial part of the money was left unused when the Kenya Coastal Radar project was later cancelled (Coffey, 2014, p. 16). The Danish contributions to the DCCTF also prioritized regional coast guard capacity building with $1,5m (IMO Maritime Safety Division, 2014, p. 4). The counterpiracy strategy from 2015 continued this approach, though at a significantly lower rate, with 7m DKK to counterpiracy military capacity building in East Africa (Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2015, p. 7). Meanwhile, a larger part of Danish development aid was allocated for countering threats abroad. Approximately 60m DKK was allocated for local food production and refinement with the purpose of increasing wages and living standard in poor areas viewed as potential recruiting grounds for radical organizations or ‘destructive economies based on piracy, arms dealing and smuggling’ (Danish Minister of Foreign Affairs (Holger K. Nielsen), 2014, p. 6). As noted by Danish and international actors, the support for local capacity had become a fundamental part of Danish influence seeking.9

**Being an honest broker in CGPCS and WG2**

Economic influence seeking was accompanied by diplomatic influence seeking in international forums. The first move was to present Denmark as an honest broker. In December 2008, Denmark was requested by the U.S. to volunteer as chair for WG2 in the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia (CGPCS). The Danish government had been very vocal about the need for an international solution to the so-called ‘impunity problem’ (Jyllands-Posten, 2008; Politiken, 2008; Weekendavisen, 2008a, 2008b). Only a few of the detained suspected pirates were prosecuted, since evidence seemed insufficient for conducting trials, and states were concerned if they could extradite ex-convicts back to Somalia (Danish Defence Command, 2008b; Guilfoyle, 2010, pp. 141–142, 152).

---

9 "Not even two months ago, I had a Somali delegation visiting Admiral Danish Fleet headquarters as part of a comprehensive program, where they could hear about our experiences with building surveillance systems for Danish territorial waters. This is something they should be able to do themselves to prevent illegal fishing and control their territorial waters.” (Interview with Frank Trojahn, 2015). “Denmark is a major supporter of our work to rebuild the Somali maritime force capability and to provide further support to the coast guard in the Seychelles and the maritime police … [through the Danish Nairobi delegation].” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).
For a maritime small state without the resources to ‘go-it-alone’, this was an excellent opportunity for seeking influence on the counterpiracy agenda. While major powers tend to distrust one another’s intentions for either security or competitive reasons, this was different for a small state. As noted by Ambassador Thomas Winkler, the former Danish WG2 Chairman, ‘very few countries suspect Denmark of having a secret agenda. We are not big enough’ (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014).

**Linking to vetted outside expertise**

Positioned as an honest broker in WG2, Denmark first sought to mediate in order to arrive at a consensus definition of piracy among member states by linking to outside academic expertise in 2009. This would benefit Danish interests as a consensus definition could serves as a point of departure for collective action. However, Malaysia and Indonesia feared that authorizing the use of force in Somali territorial waters could result similar discussions for the Indonesian archipelago, where piracy was also problematic (CGPCS, 2009a, p. 1). From a Danish perspective, this represented a potential delay. Circumventing the problem, the Danish Chair invited Dr. Douglas Guilfoyle, a legal scholar from University College London, to clarify the basis for prosecuting suspected pirates (CGPCS, 2009b, p. 2). This was unusual at the time, but turned the meetings into ‘something much less formal’ (Interview with Douglas Guilfoyle, 2014). Some states were skeptic at first but later welcomed the approach as useful. Others, like the U.S., seemed surprised how smoothly traditional high politics sovereignty issues were swept aside.\(^\text{10}\) By including outside expertise, Denmark sought to make international counterpiracy efforts more about practical solutions than theoretical considerations or ideological positions. This tapped into the international discourse on fragile states as a hand-on security problem in search of practical solutions and benefitted Danish interests by facilitating that these international solutions would be collective. Instead of trying to influence the document directly, Denmark vetted and included an academic expert and made great efforts that Guilfoyle’s points were well-received.\(^\text{11}\). Other academics and ‘outsiders’, including several Danish stakeholders, were later invited to present at WG2 meetings. These included a Danish naval Commander, shipowner Per Gullestrup (CGPCS, 2014).

---

\(^{10}\) In fact, the untraditional approach was so successful that “… the U.S. delegation said to me, after the third meeting where I presented my report … ‘Douglas, the value that you brought to this process is – and I don’t mean this in any way to diminish your achievement – that the document you produced was nothing we could not have produced ourselves, but you have saved us about a year and a half’ …” (Interview with Douglas Guilfoyle, 2014).

\(^{11}\) “I learned later that Thomas had asked several delegations, who thought it was a good document, to speak in favor of it, when it came up for discussion, so that the first two or three voices would be positive.” (Interview with Dr. Douglas Guilfoyle, June 19, 2014).
2009b, p. 2), MFA Lene Espersen (CGPCS, 2010a, p. 4), and Associate Professor Birgit Feldtmann (Interview with Birgit Feldtmann, 2014).

*Linking to the UNODC Regional Office (UNODC-Nairobi) for expertise, partners and capacity*

Denmark also utilized the expertise of the UNODC office in Kenya. From 2008, the Danish Chair and the Office increasingly cooperated on international piracy prosecution efforts through meetings in Nairobi, Vienna and Copenhagen (CGPCS, 2009a, p. 1). In 2009, an estimated 90 percent of suspected pirates were released without trial due to lack of regional prosecution mechanisms (UNSC, 2011a, p. 13). A few countries were trying to prosecute suspects domestically but many cases were rejected because of the lack of evidence (CGPCS, 2009b, p. 2). To make this point the Danish Chairman invited UNODC Programme Coordinator Alan Cole to present regular overviews of the legal regulations of member states prosecuting suspected pirates.\(^{12}\) While prosecution rates stagnated, UNODC-Nairobi introduced Denmark to partners in the Seychelles.\(^{13}\) This tiny nation of only 90,000 people was extremely dependent on cruise ship tourism and fishery, and consequently threatened by piracy. The Seychelles had a competent judicial system, but they lacked prison facilities and offered multinational naval forces to prosecute the detained suspects (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014). The Chairman invited Somali delegations from Mogadishu, Hargeisa and Garoowe to the Seychelles to negotiate a transfer agreement (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014). Denmark then turned to UNODC-Nairobi for help in order to increase regional prison capacity. UNODC-Nairobi proposed ‘do the doing’ and build prisons, if Denmark would do ‘the thinking’.\(^{14}\) As noted by Winkler: ‘it wasn’t Denmark that built those prisons, right? It was the UN’ (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014).

\(^{12}\) “He would chair the meeting and we would do the presentations. He would then deal with the questions from the floor, and we would generally answer them.” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).

\(^{13}\) “The UNODC had counseled the Seychelles for many years on counterpiracy law, which meant we had a pretty modern legislation in the region.” (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014).

\(^{14}\) “The prisons were a mainstream UNODC thing. Once the concept, which was developed by the UNODC, of transferring people back to Somalia … was agreed, then he had little involvement in the construction of the prisons … He [Chairman Winkler] would do the thinking and we would do the doing … The Contact Group quickly came up with a load of work that needed to be done, and we [UNODC] jumped in and agreed to do it. So we developed a program specifically to do that work.” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).
Building a special relationship and providing expert knowledge to UNODC-Nairobi

Based on the existing working affiliation, Denmark sought a special relationship with UNODC, which enabled Denmark to survey and advice on UNODC-Nairobi agendas and documents; a primary source of information on piracy for CGPCS states.\(^\text{15}\) The relationship developed gradually as Denmark and the Office realized their shared interests. Denmark wanted a like-minded regional partner,\(^\text{16}\) while UNODC-Nairobi sought easier access to government level conversations.\(^\text{17}\) Denmark met with the ‘friends of the chair’, which included representatives from core states and UNODC-Nairobi, for preliminary circulation and discussion of information before WG2 meetings in order to gauge support for Danish propositions and policy positions. UNODC-Nairobi wrote reports and standard transfer agreements for WG2 and its member states, and shared them with Denmark for judicial and political inputs prior to meetings (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015). This gave Denmark an exceptional opportunity for agenda-setting negotiations.\(^\text{18}\) Typical for a small state, these relationships were not checked and balanced by other actors, as would have been the case had Denmark been viewed as a major power. As noted by UNODC programme coordinator Alan Cole, a ‘neutral’ organization like the UN could not have built the same working relationship with one of the great powers as it would have been viewed by other states as siding with a particular foreign policy agenda.\(^\text{19}\)

\(^\text{15}\) “I would think that 80% of the feedback on counterpiracy operations was done by the UNODC … Most of the response to Somali piracy on the law enforcement side – from the transferring stage to the trial and the prison conditions – was the UNODC output.” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).

\(^\text{16}\) “I had a phenomenal working relationship with the UNODC in Nairobi … The piracy unit in that office had the exact same approach as we did” (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014).

\(^\text{17}\) “It wasn’t that the Danish government raised the profile of the UNODC, it was more that by chairing working group 2 they made our lives a whole lot easier … To be honest, it would have been difficult for me to engage in discussions with Somalia or the Seychelles without having to have brought in more senior people from headquarters …” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).

\(^\text{18}\) “We drafted it, sent it in for comments, and he [the chairman] sent back twelve comments … and we incorporated it, and that was that. Those agreements were shared with Working Group 2, and on the basis that the Danish government and the UNODC thought it was good, nobody else said a word …” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).

\(^\text{19}\) “We had to be extremely careful, because the United Nations obviously is a neutral organization and we don’t favor one member state over another. However, obviously in this circumstance, we had a particular close relationship with Denmark and Norway … They’re not states, which people tend to object in the UN complex … Had we had that close relationship with the United States, for example, or maybe the United Kingdom, I think people would have raised questions … It would be more likely that those states would have a sort of particular foreign policy agenda … But Denmark and Norway are not states, which are particularly controversial in this region. They don’t have a historical or colonial role.” (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).
Establishing and using a forerunner reputation on legal issues

Denmark sought opportunities to use its growing forerunner reputation on legal counterpiracy issues as well. By quickly volunteering as chairman for WG2, Denmark was put in a league with the U.S. and the U.K. who chaired two other working groups (CGPCS, 2009c). Denmark was also quick to incorporate piracy in national policy papers on Somalia (Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2009, p. 14) and to produce a comprehensive counterpiracy strategy (Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2011, p. 18). Through 2009, WG2 produced considerable results and the Danish Chair received much credit for it from the CGPCS (CGPCS, 2009d, 2009e, 2009f) and the UN (UNSC, 2012a, p. 1, 2011b, pp. 9–10, 2011c, pp. 5, 14, 2010a, pp. 4, 8, 9). A noted by Winkler, building a strong reputation for effective negotiation and action in counterpiracy enabled Denmark to convey legitimacy to its selected partners thereby further strengthening the Danish position. This reputation was also used for avoiding the reopening of and effectively shutting down old discussions, even when confronted with stronger institutional actors such as UN and EU agencies on certain cases of human rights at sea and juvenile pirates (Interview with Alan Cole, 2015).

Knowledge of domestic and encompassing preferences on the international piracy court

Finally, from 2009 Denmark sought influence by utilizing knowledge of domestic and encompassing preferences. With diverging international opinions on how to prosecute suspected pirates most effectively, Denmark favored tying together regional judicial systems rather than establishing an international piracy court arguing that the majority of states supported this position (CGPCS, 2009g, p. 3). Furthermore, Denmark consulted with regional states, including Somalia, rejecting the idea of an international model (Smed, 2015b, pp. 6–7). The CGPCS subsequently encouraged states to support the Danish approach (CGPCS, 2010b, p. 3), but three months later the UNSC revived the debate (UNSC, 2010b, p. 3). Knowing that preferences in WG2 were in line with Denmark’s position, the Danish Chair sought to stand its ground against continued suggestions for alternatives from the newly appointed UN Special Adviser (UNSA). In January 2011, the UNSA recommended an ambitious plan to establish an extraterritorial court (UNSC, 2011a, pp. §34, 38–40), which had been rebuffed earlier in WG2 (CGPCS, 2010c, p. 7). While the Council accepted the plan for an

---

20 “When the UNODC ran into a problem in Somaliland, I went there as few other diplomats travelled to Somalia. In that instance, I was the international community … while, of course, during the whole process, this was linked back to the Contact Group.” (Interview with Thomas Winkler, 2014).
extraterritorial court and requested further information on implementation (UNSC, 2011d, p. 5), WG2 simply stopped having substantial discussions about anything but the national model. According to the UNSA’s own report, regional actors were backing the national model (UNSC, 2011e, pp. §52–55; §57–59).21 Also, by March 2011, about 80 percent of all prosecutions were being processed in regional courts, a number which rose by 26 percent to 1045 over the next three months (CGPCS, 2011a, p. 2, 2011b, p. 2). Still, the Council requested that the Somalis were asked again (UNSC, 2011f, pp. 4–5),22 and kept requesting the implementation of an international model until two years later, when the aspirations evaporated (UNSC, 2012b, p. 7, 2011g, p. 6), and the UNSC simply acknowledged that Somali piracy was at its lowest since 2006 and commended the regional states for their work on prosecutions in national courts (UNSC, 2013, p. 4).

Conclusions and lessons learned

The story of Danish counterpiracy norm entrepreneurship is a story of a small state successfully getting international influence on a salient policy issue, despite its lack of capabilities and vulnerability to external factors. But it is not a linear story of a small state rationally devising and implementing a counterpiracy strategy. Some actions preceded the 2011 Danish counterpiracy strategy, which in turn served both as a codification of what Denmark was already doing (or attempting to do) and as a platform for further action and influence. Moreover, Danish counterpiracy initiatives were highly context-dependent, and Danish policy-makers, diplomats and military officers were forced to work from a platform of vulnerability and necessity. Therefore, they would dismiss a range of counterpiracy efforts as unrealistic or inefficient, such as the idea of an international piracy court.

The tools for Danish influence were a combination of mediation, lobbying and norm-entrepreneurship, which stayed safely within the discursive boundaries of the international community, in particular the Western great powers. In particular, Danish policy initiatives were embedded in piracy discourses linked to terrorism and fragile states. Denmark maximized its influence on collective policy efforts, which could provide fast and pragmatic solutions to challenges, which threatened Danish maritime economic interests. Denmark positioned itself as a norm entrepreneur by establishing a forerunner reputation early on in the process, and practicing what it

21 UNSC, ‘Report of the Secretary-General on the Modalities for the Establishment of Specialized Somali Anti-Piracy Courts’ (June 15 2011)

22 The specific wording is “further consult with Somalia and regional States”.
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preached by deploying staff and vessels and supplying economic means for the policies it promoted. By utilizing this reputation, Denmark also served as a benchmark for others and an effective mediator, in particular as a working group chair, while lobbying for specific solutions to the piracy problem. Danish policy on the issue was a success measured in terms of ends (speeding up of the processes), ways (practical hands-on solutions), and means (military, political, and economic). In conclusion, Denmark effectively utilized its lack of capabilities to position itself as a non-threatening, yet influential, actor with regards to the international counterpiracy agenda, while a robust Danish economy allowed Denmark to allocate the necessary means for military deployments, diplomatic maneuvering, and economic donations.

Based on this conclusion, the study holds three lessons for small states’ aiming to maximize their influence on selective policy issues. First, Danish influence on the international counterpiracy agenda illustrates the utility of small state norm entrepreneurship outside the heavily institutionalized Euro-Atlantic area. The international debate on how to meet the challenges posed by piracy off the coast of Somalia were dominated by Euro-Atlantic actors (the United Kingdom, the United States) and an international organization (UNODC-Nairobi). This points to the ‘overspill’ of institutional practices from the heavily globalized and institutionalized Euro-Atlantic area to other parts of the international system. Second, Danish influence was the result of weak relative capabilities (compared to the great powers), which made Denmark appear unthreatening, and relative economic prosperity and administrative capacity, which allowed Denmark to allocate means towards influencing norms and contributing to concrete problem-solving. Thus, the Danish experience is mainly relevant for other rich small states with well-functioning bureaucracies and diplomatic services. Finally, Danish influence was as much a consequence of great power disinterest or even tacit delegation as it was a consequence of Denmark’s own efforts. Denmark framed its own interests within the dominant discourses allowing it to build on an already strong relationship with the United Kingdom and the United States and a good reputation within the UN to influence the counterpiracy agenda. Strongly embedded in these relationships, Denmark was less vulnerable than small states outside the mainstream, but still Denmark sought and achieved influence within the boundaries set by the stronger actors. These three lessons illustrate the two sides of the coin for small states seeking influence on international agendas. Lack of capability can mean vulnerability, but it can also be translated into opportunity. However, these opportunities are primarily available to a select group of small states, primarily located in Europe, characterized by a solid economy, an effective state
administration (including diplomacy and defence), and foreign policy interests compatible with the political agendas of the great powers.
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